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Our Core Values
Everything we do at Hypower is
based upon core values, they drive our
employee relationship, our business
practices and commitment to our
customers.
• We value our relationships.
• We value results.
• We value professionalism.
• We value continuous improvement.
• We value communities.
Our teams are able to achieve excellent
results because of their competency,
entrepreneurial spirit, and integrity on
every project. Our clients are confident
that we will deliver exactly what they
need, when they need it.

Press Release
by Allied Fiber

While installing more than 3,500,000
ft. of Fiber Optic Cable custom made
for Allied Fiber by Corning Optical
Communications, Hypower’s splice
crews achieved a remarkable .18 to .19
db light loss per kilometer over the entire
700 mile span of Allied Fiber’s extensive
Southeast Route from Miami to Atlanta.
Attenuation Coeffcient measures the loss
of optical power per Kilometer.According
to the Fiber Optic Association, Inc.,
standard Attenuation Coeffcient of single
mode fber is typically around 0.25 db per
kilometer.
“Hypower’s level of performance far
exceeded the specifed loss budget levels
planned for when we initially engaged
them as a contractor,” said Andrew
Thompson, Vice President of Colocation
Operations for Allied Fiber. “By working
closely with our team, Hypower further
enhanced the ultra-high quality levels
of service we always seek to provide to
customers on our network.”
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Hypower’s communications group helps to
increase the nation’s network bandwidth.
by Staci Davidson - Managing Editor / Construction Today

I

n 1996, when the U.S. government decided
to deregulate the telecommunications
industry, it was like Hypower Inc. hit the
jackpot. Since its start in 1991, Hypower had
been performing electrical and communication
work for International Airport airfield lighting
systems and FAA Instrument Landing
Systems. But when the Telecommunication
Act of 1996 happened, telecom companies
needed a tremendous amount of dark fiber to
be installed all over the country, which fueled
the growth of the internet and dot-com boom.
Hypower became part of the supply-side
solution by digging ditches and laying outside
plant fiber optic cable infrastructure, and now
has become one of the largest full-service,
state-licensed electrical, general and utility
contractors in Florida, while also serving
clients across the nation.
“We focus on the telecom market as a
primary part of our business and overall
diversification strategy,” President Bernard
Paul-Hus explains. “Electrical is one piece

Building our community since 1991.

of our business, but telecom is the piece that
has the most potential in growth. People
never have enough bandwidth, and as soon
as we built the fiber networks for 3G, the
carriers came out with 4G and now 5G. With
Video Streaming Service providers, everything
requires more bandwidth. During the dot-com
boom, a tremendous amount of fiber was put
in, but those cables have a useful lifespan
of about 20-30 years. Additionally, modern
electronics on either side of the cables are so
sophisticated that the existing infrastructure
needs to be upgraded with new fiber in many
cases. We really help our clients because they
constantly need to either replace or expand
their systems. Data centers continue to get
built, so fiber continues to go into the ground.
We specialize in meeting the needs of those
customers, and we’re helping to build the
cloud.”
Hypower is a family owned operation that
does all of its work based on its core values
of relationships, results, professionalism,
hypowerinc.com
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continuous improvement and community.
With its strong culture of quality, innovation,
and excellence in workmanship, Hypower’s
services include 24/7 electrical service and
repair, electrical construction, communications,
airfield lighting services, renewable energy,
power infrastructure and virtual design
and construction. The communications
group specializes in the installation of
underground telecommunications, longhaul FOC telecommunication infrastructure,
large multicarrier duct bank systems, fiber
optic blowing, fiber splicing/testing, ISP
construction, and OSP engineering.
“What clients value and also differentiates us
is our willingness to tackle complex projects,”
McCorkel says. “We commit to the use of
technology accelerators such as LIDAR and
3D modeling, and we have the resources to
execute on their plans. More often than not,
customers choose to negotiate projects with us
from day one because we can take them from
the conceptual level to final completion.”

Excellence in construction since 1991.

Total Turnkey
Since its inception, Hypower has successfully
completed more than a thousand projects
valued at more than $1.1 billion as the prime
contractor or subcontractor for various
municipalities, government, and private
owners throughout the United States. The
communications group is known for its endto-end solutions, combining cutting-edge
technology with innovative designs.
About five years ago, Hypower worked with
Allied Fiber from Miami to Atlanta to build
the first U.S. open-access, integrated,
network-neutral colocation and dark fiber
superstructure. Hypower splice crews worked
on all of Allied Fiber’s 11 sites and colocation
facilities, installing more than 3.5 million feet of
custom fiber optic cable and achieved .18 to
.19 decibel (dB) light loss per kilometer over the
700-mile span of the route. This achievement
was a company record, and according to
the Fiber Optic Association, the standard
attenuation coefficient of single-mode fiber is
typically around .25 dB per kilometer.
hypowerinc.com

“We are not just an installer, we are an
engineer,” McCorkel says. “Clients get the
space they need, as well as drawings from
scratch and systems built in-house – it is
turnkey from beginning to end. This saves a
tremendous amount of time, and we are 100
percent responsible to our clients to get their
visions implemented.”
Working with the City of Pembroke Pines,
Fla., Hypower designed, permitted and
installed a fiber optic cable path capable of
creating connectivity within the city. This $2
million project required a 20-mile turnkey fiber
network. Hypower won an ABC Excellence in
Construction Eagle Award for its work.
“The city wanted to come up with a solution
to get away from leasing circuits from different
competitive local exchange companies,”
explains Ray McCorkel, vice president of the
communications group. “The city wanted
its own system, so we met with the city’s
director of IT to come up with a solution.
The city had hired a consultant to put together
a RFP, and the RFP showed the project’s
budget. However, the consultant had designed
the project in the old way of doing things, and
there was no way we could do that and meet
the budget.

Raymond McCorkel VP Communications

R

ay McCorkel’s 35 year, diverse background in
the utility construction field includes a solid
foundation in aerial and underground construction

in the telecom and power fields. Mr. McCorkel has
extensive experience in long haul fiber, metro builds,
Homeland Security, disaster recovery, and duct bank
construction. In his role as VP of Communications for
Hypower, he is responsible for business development of
the entire division and customer relations. Mr. McCorkel
leads a team of professionals that can assist utility
companies, municipalities, and developers from the
initial project concept throughout all phases to completion.
Hypower’s full staff of Engineers, Construction Managers,
Superintendents, Operators, Laborers, VDC Specialists,
and Designers have extensive knowledge, training, and
experience. They work relentlessly with the client to ensure

“We looked for new technology to be able
to give them what they wanted affordably
and maybe in a smaller package,” he
adds. “FuturePath satisfied all of the city’s
requirements and made it cheaper and quicker
to install. We met with them, explained the
alternative plan, and they awarded us the
project. We completed the work ahead of

design goals and expectations are met and exceeded.
Hypower Inc. combines cutting-edge technology with
innovative design, engineering, service, and maintenance
capabilities so that all customers receive the best and
the latest in industry standards and cost savings. Our
highly trained professionals have a proven track record of
assisting clients in meeting their network or distribution
demands, regardless of complexity, location or technology.

Proud to be an accredited quality contractor.
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time, so the city was able to use it for their
charter schools. We love being able to find
cost savings for our customers.”

we are proud of that – it is the result of our
commitment to the safety and welfare of
everyone on our projects.”

The Hypower Way

He notes “the Hypower way” is to use these
strengths to grow organically. “We plan every
single aspect of a project,” Paul-Hus stresses.
“This includes what we need to do, how
we will do it, who will do it and how long
it will take. All of this is documented from
beginning to end, and we have a system that
tracks how well we are sticking to the plan.
It’s a very open book, and feedback is given
to the workers every single day. Everyone
knows that if you stick to the plan, you will
be successful – the clients will be happy and
we all will be happy. We set expectations and
strive always to meet those expectations.
This drives relationships among ourselves,
our customers and our vendors, and it drives
continuous improvement.

Those projects are just a couple examples
of Hypower’s dedication to quality work and
service on “high-profile, highly technical
and highly difficult jobs,” McCorkel says,
and adds that Hypower succeeds with a
culture of wanting to deliver the best possible
work every day. Paul-Hus notes there also
is a culture of self-accountability with fully
transparent processes and ongoing safety.
For example, all Hypower employees are
certified to the OSHA 10 standard, and
supervisors are certified to OSHA 30.
“There is a myth in the world that if you take
the time to follow safety to the letter, it is
counterproductive on a project,” Paul-Hus
says. “That is far from the truth – a high safety
culture drives results. Our EMR is .65, and

“We recognize and reward our people for
sticking to the process and delivering,” he
continues. “Ray’s communications group
is one of the best benchmarks for how
well Hypower’s culture is executed and how
low the turnover is within the group. We
have to continue to grow, and Ray has done
masterfully by supporting his people and
building this culture.”

.

Client relationships for a lifetime.

hypowerinc.com
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City Of Pembroke
Pines Fiber
EAGLE AWARD
WINNER
2016

Design Build Services for Installation of Fiber Optic
Conduit, Cabling and Other Materials
20-mile Turnkey Fiber Network
Design and Installation
Scope
Design, permit and install a fiber optic cable
path capable of creating connectivity within
the City of Pembroke Pines. The project had
a 2 million dollar budget and a 180-day time
frame. The project requirements were 2-4”
conduits with 3-1.25” innerducts in each
conduit and 3’x5’x’ hand hole with a 244
count fiber cable. Hypower’s estimate for
this design criteria was 3.4 million dollars,
well over their budget, with materials being
1.5 million dollars. Hypower proposed an
alternate design which met the City’s
requirements for fiber count and growth.

Building our community since 1991.

Hypower proposed a product called
FuturePath conduit which is a 2” conduit
with 7 micro ducts inside with the capacity
of carrying a 288 count mini-fiber in each
microduct. The state of the art system gave
the City the performance of the original
order; it was under the City’s budget and was
completed 90 days earlier than their desired
completion date.
This design-build project is unique because
Hypower used new, modern technology
which had limited exposure to the public.
The client had specific needs, and budget
restraints and Hypower had to work with a
consultant who had no experience with these
products, and this was challenging at times.
hypowerinc.com
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The alternative design was able to keep the
cost below the client’s budget as well as cut
the expected project time in half.
Fiber optic cable was installed in 2 weeks
with splicing and terminations done in time
for the City’s Charter Schools to use the new
fiber systems. The state of the art system that
Hypower constructed provided the City with
the performance of the original design while
staying under budget and on schedule.
Hypower’s highly trained personnel expertly
installed the products and outperformed
traditional Telecom designs. Hypower was
able to deliver results that far exceeded the
expectations of the client.

OSP Scope Includes
Engineer, permit and construct a fiber optic
network that met the City’s design criteria for
capacity and growth. Hypower completed the
project on time and under the initial budget.

ISP Scope Includes
Identify points of entry into buildings.
Installation of FDP (Fiber Distribution Panel)
and Termination of Fiber Optic Cable.
Placement of inside rated fiber cable in EMT
conduit.

Completed
November, 2015

Value

.

$2,000,000

Large fiber optic projects are our specialty.
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Brightline/Virgin
Trains Fiber
EAGLE AWARD
WINNER
2017

B

rightline/Virgin Trains is a privately
funded high-speed railroad currently
being built between Orlando and
Miami within the Florida east coast right-ofway. Hypower designed and installed 67
miles of communications infrastructure to
accommodate 7 long-distance carriers and
the new Positive Train Control fiber for FEC
and Brightline/Virgin Train’s new high-speed
Train. Hypower served as the prime designbuild engineer of record and contractor for
the lessee long haul fiber optic networks and
railroad positive train control communication
systems.
Hypower utilized their vast design,
engineering, and construction experience
to create a universal set of specifications
acceptable to six telecom companies, two
railroad operators, and dozens of city, county,

Building our community since 1991.

state, and federal agencies. Hypower’s
proactive management style saved the
owner millions in construction costs,
provided better than acceptable splice losses,
and earned awards of millions of dollars in
additional contracts across multiple divisions
from the owner.
Brightline/Virgin Trains project was a designbuild contract incorporating several longdistance carriers and the positive train
control communications system for the
railroad. Hypower worked with the owners
representative to coordinate an acceptable
infrastructure design for the different carriers
and the FEC trying to maintain uniform
specifications that everyone would accept.
Hypower had to balance the client’s costs with
the demands of carriers who lease access to
hypowerinc.com
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the row from the FEC. Hypower recommended
several different options, but settling on
a more traditional design. The company
condensed the build and saved several
million dollars for the customer and satisfying
the lessee’s (carriers) demands. Hypower
also had less than one year in a severely
congested row, to install the infrastructure,

2017 ABC Excellence in Construction Awards

install and splice the fiber optic cables.
Hypower’s proactive management style
helped to move the project along on time even
with unforeseen delays by entities that did not
want the high-speed rail. The client labeled
Hypower “a model contractor,” and this led to

.

additional work for Brightline/Virgin Trains.

committees and industry associations including
TEC/VISTAGE Member since 1997; ABC
(Associated Builders and Contractors) Board
of Directors, a member of CASF (Construction
Association of South Florida). Bernard is
personally involved as a leader and a mentor
with quite a few local charities – HANDY (Helping
Abused Neglected Disadvantaged Youth), Boys
and Girls Clubs of Broward County, 4Kids of

.

South Florida and Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Hypower donates over $100,000 to local charities
every year.

Bernard Paul-Hus President & CEO

B

ernard Paul-Hus, a 45-year resident
of Broward County, began his career
in 1986 as an electrical estimator.

Bernard Paul-Hus directs the entire Hypower
operation including corporate management and
administration. He is committed to achieving
excellence in every Hypower project through
employee training, utilizing cutting-edge industry
technology and his unwavering dedication to
quality. He ensures that every project team is
unique and individually selected based on the
qualifications and abilities of each team member
to enhance the project delivery. His mentorship
and guidance define Hypower’s core values.
Paul-Hus is actively involved in various
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